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Abstract: Ocean renewable technologies have been rapidly developing over the past years. However, current high installation, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning costs are hindering these offshore technologies to reach a commercialization stage. In this paper we focus on the use of divers and remotely-operated vehicles during the installation and monitoring phase of wave energy converters. Methods and results are based on the wave energy converter system developed by Uppsala University, and our experience in offshore deployments obtained during the past eleven years. The complexity of underwater operations, carried out by either divers or remotely-operated vehicles, is emphasized. Three methods for the deployment of wave energy converters are economically and technically analyzed and compared: one using divers alone, a fully-automated approach using remotely-operated vehicles, and an intermediate approach, involving both divers and underwater vehicles. The monitoring of wave energy converters by robots is also studied, both in terms of costs and technical challenges. The results show that choosing an autonomous deployment method is more advantageous than a diver-assisted method in terms of operational time, but that numerous factors prevent the wide application of robotized operations. Technical solutions are presented to enable the use of remotely-operated vehicles instead of divers in ocean renewable technology operations. Economically, it is more efficient to use divers than autonomous vehicles for the deployment of six or fewer wave energy converters. From seven devices, remotely-operated vehicles become advantageous.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

Offshore renewable energy conversion technologies, offshore wind, tidal, and wave, are developed broadly around the world, but some remain at an experimental stage in contrast to the level of exploitation of the offshore oil and gas (O&G) industry. Today’s techniques used to deploy and maintain an offshore renewable power plant are predominantly imitating the O&G industry [1]. However, not all are suitable for the offshore renewable energy sector, which is lacking specific
operation and maintenance strategies for the different devices [2]. The offshore wind sector, for example, now has developed specific vessels, as ships used in O&G were not compliant [1].

In O&G, robotics were first used to address the issues related to deep sea and ultra-deep sea plants. At great depths diving becomes hazardous and also very costly and is thereby not suitable [3]. The use of robots and, in particular, of remotely-operated vehicles (ROVs), started to increase and those vehicles are now used for many applications, such as inspection (valve position and gauge reading), monitoring (check for leakage, surface conditions, acoustic anomalies), maintenance (cleaning, sampling, refilling), and heavier operations, such as drilling, welding, or cutting [4]. In the offshore wind sector robotics are used for inspection and monitoring, as well as seabed studies prior to commissioning, but the deployment of offshore wind farms still uses ROVs in a limited manner.

Conducting an offshore renewable energy operation on wave energy converters (WECs), such as a deployment or maintenance work, includes various tasks, for example, removal of lifting slings and shackles, cable connections and investigation, and disconnection of pressurization hoses. Such work can be conducted in three manners: one possibility is to use divers, a second is to use underwater robots, and the third combines both divers and ROVs. In this article we study those three approaches and present their economic and technical advantages and disadvantages.

1.2. Lysekil Research Site and Wave Energy Converter Concept

Since 2002, research at Uppsala University (UU) within the Lysekil project has resulted in the development of a WEC concept presented in Figure 1a. The first full scale WEC was installed in 2006 [5]. From 2006 to present, an additional fourteen WECs and two marine substations (MSs) have been deployed and tested at the Lysekil Research Site (LRS) [6,7]. The second version of the MS can be seen in Figure 1b.

![Figure 1. (a) The linear wave energy converter and (b) marine substation developed at Uppsala University.](image-url)

The UU WEC is an offshore device of a point absorbing type, with a direct-driven linear generator power take off. The generator is of permanent magnet type with either ferrite or neodymium magnets, depending on the design. A buoy at the surface is directly connected via a connection line to the translator. That way, the wave’s motion is converted to the translator motion. This generator model is designed to operate in water depths of 20 to 100 m [8]. To even the pressure in- and outside of the device, and to prevent it from oxidizing, the WEC is manually pressurized while being submerged, with 0.1 bar of nitrogen gas for every meter of submersion. For depths of 20–25 m, such as in the LRS, the final inner pressure of a WEC will be approximately 3.5 bars. A single WEC can provide limited power, therefore, a cluster of generators needs to be interconnected to a marine substation in order to...
increase the power output [9,10]. Such a cluster could be as large as 100 WECs, with ten MSs. As an example, a typical power matrix for the UU WEC can be seen in [11]. The MS controls each generator individually, optimizes the power and damping, and combines the electrical power from the WECs. It also rectifies every WEC’s current to direct current (DC), then converts it to alternating current (AC) for grid connection. This also reduces the number of sea cables and its associated expense, which is one of the largest in the Lysekil project [12–15].

The offshore deployments of UU have taken place at the LRS (Figure 2), which is located at the Swedish west coast, about 100 km north of Gothenburg. The total deployment area is 0.5 km², its depth is approximately 25 m, and the seabed consists of mostly firm sandy silts, which makes the sea bottom smooth for the WEC’s placement [16]. Moreover, its comparably shallow depth allows easy access for divers during the deployment and maintenance of the devices. Additionally, since the site is located only 2 km from shore, the site enables simplified deployment methods and lower costs [17]. The wave climate matrix of the LRS can be seen in Figure 2b [18].

1.3. Deployment and Monitoring of WECs, Buoy Lines, and Sea Cables

Offshore deployments of WECs and MSs are complex procedures that need precise planning, experienced crew and in many cases, specialized equipment. The main steps in a deployment are: (a) the device preparation; (b) transportation to the deployment location; (c) immersion into the water; (d) electrical connection to the MS; and (e) connection to the buoy. Divers or ROVs participate in the last three steps, including underwater cable connections and disconnections of pressurization hose, slings, and shackles used in the installation of the device [19].

Although the WECs developed at UU are designed to be maintenance-free, meaning that no maintenance should be needed during the whole lifetime (20–25 years) of the generator [20], they may need to be monitored from time to time for biofouling prevention and observation. The parts in demand of maintenance are: safety lines, various underwater cables, connection lines, funnels, and shackles. The power cable, from the MS to shore, is one of the most expensive parts in such an installation (ca. 150,000 €). The cable requires periodic monitoring to detect possible damage, such as cracks, twisting, and abrasion (due to high forces/motions), especially in shallow waters where wave motion is important. The signal cable is the most sensitive part. Due to its thinness it can easily be damaged by rocks or boat anchors, especially in shallow water and shorelines, where the wave action is significant. The connection line and shackles, which connect the buoy to the generator and are subjected to strong forces, need a regular inspection as well. Damage to those parts could result in a cut loose buoy. The same applies for the safety line which additionally connects the buoy to the generator for safety reasons.
1.4. Paper Contribution and Outline

At the current stage, high installation, operation, maintenance and decommissioning costs are preventing most of the WEC technologies from reaching commercialization [21,22]. These costs could possibly be lowered by making some of the procedures automated with the use of ROVs. To this day, few articles have been published concerning the deployment and operation and maintenance of wave or tidal energy devices [23,24] and of offshore renewable energy conversion technologies [25], while robotics are increasingly present in offshore O&G applications [3,4,26,27]. The development of robotic and automated tools is essential to enhancing the deployment phase of any offshore renewable energy device and this paper offers a first comparison of the use of divers and ROVs in these operations. The purpose of this paper is to compare the offshore deployment and maintenance of WECs, buoys, and sea cables while (a) employing divers and (b) employing ROVs, and to study what developments are necessary in order to increase and improve the use of ROVs. This comparison is both qualitative and quantitative, economic and technical, and is based on eleven years of experience in offshore deployments. All presented time estimations and costs for the case studies show optimal procedures, meaning no adversities or time losses occurred.

The time data (in hours) and costs (in euros, €) presented in the paper are obtained from experience of the UU wave energy group during offshore operations. The various costs appear in euros, € where: 1 EUR = 1.24110 USD (as for 6 March 2018).

In this paper, Section 2 provides background knowledge on commercial diving and underwater ROVs. Sections 3 and 4 present the methods of and, correspondingly, the results from, and discussion on, the technical and economic comparative study. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

2. Background on Commercial Diving and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)

2.1. Introduction to Commercial Diving

2.1.1. Background

The use of commercial diving within construction work has a long history, dating back to the 18th century and was enabled along with many other new technical discoveries [28]. More recently, and with more advanced equipment, commercial diving has been applied within the shipping industry for inspection and maintenance, e.g., in the offshore O&G industry and in the fish farming industry [29–32]. As the marine renewable energy sector of wind, wave, and tidal power emerged and developed, commercial diving finds a new utilization within the offshore renewable energy conversion technologies sector [33].

Regulations, certificates, and training of commercial diving vary between countries. However, in 1973 the European standard from the European Diving Technology Committee [34] was established in order to promote proper and safe standards for commercial diving, provide a means of improvement, if appropriate, and coordinate, where possible, the different standards which existed around the world.

2.1.2. Costs of Dive Missions

The costs for hiring a dive team vary significantly depending on the project scope and the conditions for the task. A comparison of three Swedish companies shows differences in price, such as 66 € (NDE Offshore AB), 78 € (MarCon Technik AB), and 98 € (Marine Works) for one diver/hour. The working depth of the project is one of the most crucial parameters. An example of Swedish regulations and their change in safety provisions with different water depth, and thereby an increase in costs, follows: According to the Swedish Diving Work guidelines [34], safety provisions increase with larger operational water depth. In depths of more than 30 m, divers require more advanced certificates. If the planned dive is deeper than 40 m, the decompression time exceeds 31 min or the dive includes staged decompression, additional safety conditions must be complied. Apart from a shorter dive time [35] a decompression chamber is required onboard or reachable within 30 min after completing
the dive. This regulation can make a dive mission three to four times more expensive compared to shallower and shorter dives (personal communication with M. Häggström, Marine Works, Sweden, November 2017). Having a decompression chamber on site requires an appropriate boat and more personnel, which results in higher costs. Furthermore, if a decompression activity in the chamber occurs, no diving can be performed during that time.

From experiences during UU offshore deployments of 20–25 m depth, a four-diver team can make a maximum of seven dives per day with a total dive time of 3.5 h/day. Dive time depends on work depth, previous number of conducted dives, and surface break between dives. Moreover, the mean diving time has been around 25 min per dive.

2.2. Introduction to Underwater Robots

Underwater vehicles are separated between manned and unmanned submersibles [36]. Unmanned vehicles are divided into ROVs and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) [37]. The main difference between the two classes is the presence of a tether allowing communication, and, in most cases, power supply, between the robot and the surface vessel. With a limited power supply, AUVs are typically used for observation or tasks requiring small forces. On the contrary, having access to an unlimited power supply, ROVs can carry out a large array of operations, from light to heavy, depending on the vehicle’s size. ROVs can be divided into three main categories: observation, medium, and working class [38]. The observation category includes, but is not limited to, any small ROV, typically with onboard power, whose tether is used for communication only [39]. Observation ROVs are usually highly maneuverable and small in size with good hydrodynamic properties, which results in low drag and little added mass. An example of such an ROV is the Videoray Pro 4 and the Ocean Modules V8 Sii (Figure 3).

![Figure 3](image1.png) ![Figure 3](image2.png)

Figure 3. (a) Commercial pictures of the VideoRay Pro 4 and (b) Ocean Modules V8 Sii.

The working class category includes large vehicles, which are intended to perform specific tasks but are usually limited in maneuverability. They are bulky and slow, not hydro-dynamically optimized, especially due to their heavy and thick tether designed for high power contact. On the other hand, that tether gives them access to a large amount of power and they can consequently perform heavy tasks, such as drilling, digging, lifting, or dragging. Their size allows them to carry multiple equipment and sensors simultaneously which makes them multifunctional. Working-class vehicles are generally equipped with either multi-tools and can thereby carry out a multitude of operations, as the ZEUS ROV in Figure 4, or with a single tool that requires large forces for specific tasks.

Medium-class ROVs are typically used for collecting samples or perform light tasks that require middle-range displacements and light forces. They usually have one tool onboard and are meant to perform one single and repetitive task. Examples of those tasks are collecting samples, or grasping and carrying lightweight or small items. This type of ROV is being developed with the rise of innovative
technologies in electronics, allowing more onboard power and, hence, a thinner tether for better mobility and maneuverability of the vehicle without affecting the thrust requirements. Moreover, the costs of purchasing and maintaining a vehicle decrease with the reduction in price of electronic components, mechanical parts, and batteries. Consequently, it is of great interest to study the possibility of using a medium-class ROV for WEC deployments at the LRS.

Figure 4. Odyssey’s eight ton remotely-operated vehicle, called ZEUS.

Both AUVs and ROVs require a trained crew to be operated. The size of the team varies with the tooling of the robot (number of cameras, arms, and thrusters), its size, and the task it is used for: a predetermined and repetitive operation, complex work with multiple tasks, or a task utilizing the collaboration of several ROVs. The size of the crew varies from two persons for a small observation-class ROV with well-trained operators, to five or more for a working-class vehicle. Typical crew tasks are tether management, steering of the vessel and control of the onboard tools.

The benefits of using ROVs instead of divers are multiple. ROVs can work at great depths (several thousands of meters) while divers are much more limited. At depths of 30 m or more, the need for special equipment makes the operation significantly more expensive with divers than with ROVs. Operation time is theoretically not limited as long as a ROV pilot is available. There is minimal risk of injury for the ROV pilot compared to a significantly higher risk related to diving activities.

There are, however, factors limiting the work possibilities of a medium-class ROV. As with divers, difficulties might occur when working in severe weather conditions. Below sea level the ROV is not affected by high waves and strong winds, in contrast to the crew on the boat piloting the ROV. Another constraint is related to current speeds. Due to the ROV’s limited thrust, it is usually difficult to work in an environment where current speeds are higher than 3 knots. The limited thruster power also affects the ROV’s ability to perform tasks that require large forces, such as carrying, pushing, and dragging. Since the ROV’s pilot has to rely on the lights and cameras on the ROV, certain depths and muddy waters can also cause problems. The same limitations (harsh weather, high currents, and low visibility) prevent divers as much as ROVs from performing any task.

In the variety of ROVs available in the market, the most relevant to our study (medium- and ultra-compact class, with or without a manipulator) were chosen and evaluated with the help of the manufacturers. In Table 1, information on ROVs that are suitable for the UU LRS WEC deployment and monitoring is summarized. From that table, the two last ROVs were chosen as the most suitable for the applications studied in this paper because of their weight in air making them easy to handle, and due to their price in regards to their capabilities and maneuverability. They will hence serve as standard ROVs further in the paper’s models.
Table 1. List of remotely operated vehicle (ROV) manufacturers and their products suitable for the UU wave energy convertor (WEC) deployment and monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROV Manufacturer</th>
<th>Recommended ROV</th>
<th>Purchase Quote (k€)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mariscope</td>
<td>Commander MK II</td>
<td>140–175</td>
<td>Medium class, instruments to be added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Modules</td>
<td>Ocean Modules V8Sii</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Medium class, includes a manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAAB Seaeye</td>
<td>Cougar XT</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Compact working class, includes a manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Ocean Exploration and Research (DOER)</td>
<td>H2000</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>Ultra-compact work class ROV, includes a manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamor Marine</td>
<td>Chinook</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Medium class with manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoRay</td>
<td>Pro 4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Ultra-compact observation class ROV, without tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoRay</td>
<td>Defender</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Ultra-compact medium class, includes a manipulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methods

3.1. Deployment Methods

We analyze three different deployment methods, in which divers and/or ROVs participate in the submersion into water, and in buoy and cable connections of the WEC components.

3.1.1. Method 1—Wave Energy Convertors (WEC) and Buoy Deployment Separately (Work Done by Divers Only)

In the first method (Figure 5a) the buoy is deployed subsequently from its generator. The generator is first lowered to the seabed with a crane while being pressurized [40]. A diver removes the lifting slings and shackles, closes the pressurization valve, and pulls off the pressurization hose. Subsequently, the buoy is lowered towards the WEC, while the translator is lifted up using airbags. The connection and safety lines are attached to the buoy by a diver. This procedure is the one followed for all deployments using divers at the LRS. It is well-known and serves as a basis for a development towards robotized methods.

3.1.2. Method 2—WEC and Buoy Deployment Separately (Work Done by Divers and ROVs)

For an automated method using ROVs, the different steps from the first method need to be adapted for ROV use. However, the connection of the buoy to the generator is not feasible by a small ROV due to the weight of the translator (1 to 10 tons [7]), the precision required to lift it, and the moving buoy. It is, hence, not possible to fully automate the first procedure currently used at the LRS. Therefore, the second method (Figure 5b) combines the use of divers and ROVs, where divers carry out the buoy connection and ROVs execute the remaining operations, such as removing the lifting slings and shackles, closing the pressurization valve, and pulling off the pressurization hose.

3.1.3. Method 3—WEC and Buoy Deployed Together (Work Done by ROVs Only)

The third method (Figure 5c) is a theoretical evolution of the two first methods. It is conceived for ROV deployments, where robots are exclusively used. The submersion of the WEC is done with the help of two cranes. The generator is slowly submerged into the water with the first crane. Parallel to the submersion process, the other crane brings the buoy to the water. The disconnections of the slings, shackles, and pressurization hose are performed by ROVs.

All three methods have advantages and disadvantages. The vulnerability of the first and second method lies in the lifting of the translator that must not hit the stator while it is moving up, taking into
account its weight and the buoy in motion at the water surface. The third method uses two cranes simultaneously which is an even more sensitive operation with additional higher costs because of a greater use of more equipment and longer preparation times. The three methods are schematized in Figure 5 and summarized in Table 2.

Figure 5. Schematic of the three deployment methods with (a) work done by divers only, (b) work done by both divers and ROVs, and (c) work done by ROVs only.
Table 2. Presentation of the three methods: operational particularities and properties (benefits and risks).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Particularities</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -WEC and buoy deployed separately -Work done by divers only</td>
<td>Generator and buoy deployed separately with a crane, buoy connected to the submerged WEC at the site</td>
<td>Well-known and tested method, commonly used</td>
<td>The use of divers jeopardizes their personal safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -WEC and buoy deployed separately -Work done by both divers and ROVs</td>
<td>Generator and buoy deployed separately with a crane. Buoy connection to the submerged WEC at the site. The buoy connection is done by divers while the other tasks are performed by ROVs</td>
<td>Suggested method, partially tested, middle step towards a fully-automated deployment</td>
<td>The use of both divers and ROVs can raise the cost and be time consuming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -WEC and buoy deployed together -Work done by ROVs only</td>
<td>Generator and buoy carried to the site together and deployed by two cranes at the same time. No buoy connection step in this method</td>
<td>Suggested method, partially tested, fully automated deployment</td>
<td>Needs precise preparation and organization, firm fastening of all lines and hoses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning the connection phase, the connectors used in the LRS are dry connectors requiring a dry environment to be mated. The solution is to encapsulate the connectors on the MS in “air-pockets” [41,42]. Those pockets are filled with air when a connection is performed and, hence, create a dry environment under water. The cables can be connected at lower costs but the procedure becomes more complex. In the case of a diver-conducted operation the diver needs to both hold the cable while inserting air in the pocket, take the dummies off its cable, and hold the air hose while mating the connectors. In case of a ROV-conducted operation, two ROVs are necessary for the cable connection, where one is used to insert the air while the other performs the mating.

In all methods the buoy and generator preparation is done by three workers. The first method was chosen for analysis because it has been tested by UU, while the other two have been partially tested and are proposed as optimizations.

3.2. Monitoring and Maintenance Operations

Monitoring at the LRS is carried out annually and the operations typically take between half a day and a full day, depending on the type of boat, crew experience, and weather. A typical error diagnostic is conducted from a small boat, with a dive crew and two workers examining the cable. A stable boat helps in lifting the cable and accelerates the procedure. A different procedure applies when monitoring the power cable. The cable is heavy (6 kg/m) and requires a winch for lifting. The need for a large boat and a larger crew increases the maintenance cost and time.

Other reasons for maintenance concern connection lines and connection parts, like shackles between the buoy and the funnel of the WEC, where the maintenance consists in connecting a shackle or a line replacement. This task requires high precision (unscrewing the shackle, replacing it, working on a moving body), which is hardly done by ROVs. Therefore, it will not be taken into account in this study. Cable monitoring will be considered alone.

3.2.1. ROV-Assisted Monitoring

For monitoring purposes, the ROV should be small and maneuverable in order to enable the examination of any parts of the WEC. In O&G industry-specific AUVs and ROVs were developed for observation and, more specifically, for pipeline cracks and moorings [37,43–45]. For a point-absorbing WEC the examination would require a basic observation-class ROV with a camera system. Today’s research is focused on collaborative inspections with multiple ROVs working together on the observation of several devices [46,47]. This possibility would substantially reduce the operation duration and costs.
3.2.2. Diving-Assisted Monitoring

When employing divers for monitoring tasks the need for a crew of at least three trained and certified persons is always necessary. If the water is shallower than 30 m and the task mainly concerns lightweight work or observation, an S30 certificate is sufficient. The operation can be carried out using SCUBA diving equipment and thereby be performed from a smaller boat. Thus, the costs remain comparably low. When employing higher-certified divers the costs do not usually depend on the conducted task, provided that no special equipment is needed. However, a critical factor for price determination is the working depth. Depth can affect the safety provisions with, for example, the need for an onboard decompression chamber, which requires a larger boat and crew. In our study, as for LRS WEC deployments, monitoring is done at a depth of 25 m.

3.3. Evaluation of Time, Safety, and Complexity of Underwater Tasks Assisted by Divers or ROVs

A study was conducted to evaluate the time, safety, and complexity of each underwater task carried out during a WEC deployment or monitoring operation. The results of this study indicate the priority level to automate a task done by divers, or to improve a method for an ROV-conducted operation. The evaluation for each method uses different factors. For a diver-assisted method, personal safety and operational time are the two evaluated factors. Those two aspects are of significant interest because they give an insight of the steps that should be primarily automated: the steps where personal safety is low, and where operational time is high. High personal safety is of general importance and interest for high risk tasks, such as diving and ought to be improved, whereas shorter operational times are of economic relevance for offshore operations.

When using a ROV-assisted method, complexity and time of operation are the two evaluated factors. Complex tasks have a large impact on ROV-conducted operations because they demand higher ROV specifications and tooling. The more complex the task, the finer the balance requirement between force and accuracy, which is not easily achieved by todays ROVs. An example of such a task is the cable connection. The force needed for mating two connectors can reach up to 200 N, and the alignment accuracy should be less than 2 mm. For such tasks, tools and methods should be primarily adapted to enable and facilitate ROV-operated actions. Operational time is, as for diver-assisted operations, of economic relevance. Although material safety is an important aspect for any ROV offshore operation [48], it is not taken into account here because the depth of work would allow a fast retrieval of the device from the seabed, in case of problems. Personal safety during ROV operations is not regarded as highly important due to no direct personal involvement during the task.

In Table 3, a 1 to 5 evaluation scale is presented and further used in Table 4, where personal safety and time are evaluated for diver-assisted operations, and complexity and time for ROV-conducted operations, on the above scale. The findings of this study are presented in Table 4. The scale is represented by numbers from 1 to 5, as suggested in Table 3, where the lower the number, the quicker, safer, and simpler the task is. As the numbers grow, the safety and simplicity of the procedure lowers, while the procedure itself becomes more time-consuming. The resulting color indicates the priority level to automate each task in the case of a diver-assisted method, or to improve the operation procedure for a ROV-conducted method. The priority levels are a result of the operational time × personal safety for a diver-assisted method, and of the operational time × task complexity for a ROV-conducted method. The final product (the priority levels) is measured from 1 to 25, complying to a color code—green, yellow, and red—as seen in Table 4.

The logic behind the numbering is that as the numbers increase, the need for automation and improvement increase, too. Similarly, the color coding reflects the need for improvement and automation of tasks to make them safer. Since green is generally representative of low risk, it matches with the lower numbers (1 to 4); yellow, which represents medium risks, characterizes numbers 5 to 12; and, finally, red, indicative of high risks, symbolizes numbers 13 to 25.
Table 3. Scale for evaluation of personal safety for divers- and operation complexity for ROV-conducted operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Operational Time</th>
<th>Personal Safety</th>
<th>Complexity of Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;5 min</td>
<td>Entirely safe</td>
<td>Very simple procedure, repetitive and simple task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;5 min and &lt;15 min</td>
<td>Very low chances of injury</td>
<td>Mono-action operation with very low chances of sudden troubleshooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;15 min and &lt;30 min</td>
<td>Minor chances of injury</td>
<td>Mono-action operation with minor chances of sudden troubleshooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;30 min and &lt;1 h</td>
<td>Not safe</td>
<td>Complex operation involving multiple actions or high thrust and high accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;1 h</td>
<td>Life threatening</td>
<td>Very complex operation requiring high thrust, high accuracy, and multiple actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Evaluation of different deployment and monitoring tasks for divers and ROVs. Scaling is taken from Table 3. The multiplication of the operational time by the personal safety, or the task complexity, gives the priority level result. **Level 1 to 4:** The task is efficient as it is, **Level 5 to 12:** The task could be improved with special additional tooling/under certain circumstances; and **Level 13 to 25:** The task needs to be automated or improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Divers</th>
<th>ROVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Operational Time</strong></td>
<td><strong>Personal Safety</strong></td>
<td><strong>Priority Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEC deployment</td>
<td>Monitoring of the submersion process</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressurization hose disconnection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disconnecting the slings and shackles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drag the cable to the MS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filling of air in the connector pocket/chamber</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Underwater cable connection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable connection</td>
<td>Lifting the translator</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attaching the buoy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy deployment</td>
<td>Cable inspection</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buoy monitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEC observation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Comparative Study on Time and Cost of Operations

Below we compare the time and cost of operation for divers and ROVs for each phase of a WEC deployment, depending on the number of WECs to be installed and the deployment method. The time and costs reflect ideal conditions where no issues occur during the operation. No margins nor errors were taken into account because delays due to troubleshooting of underwater activities are unpredictable and would not be representative of reality. Results are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5. WEC deployment expenses with divers and ROV assistance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{diver}}$</td>
<td>Diver</td>
<td>€90/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{worker}}$</td>
<td>Worker for device preparation</td>
<td>€50/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{boat}}$</td>
<td>Boat (for ROV or diver)</td>
<td>€120/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{ROV Pro}}$</td>
<td>VideoRay Pro 4 with cutter and gripper</td>
<td>€7000/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{ROV Def}}$</td>
<td>VideoRay Defender</td>
<td>€7000/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{ROV Monitoring}}$</td>
<td>VideoRay Pro 4 alone</td>
<td>€2000/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Time duration in hours for each step of a WEC deployment with divers and ROV assistance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Rubric</th>
<th>Time per WEC Using Method 1 (h)</th>
<th>Time per WEC Using Method 2 (h)</th>
<th>Time per WEC Using Method 3 (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Number of WECs</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>WEC preparation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>WEC submersion</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Buoy preparation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Buoy connection</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cable connection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Tables 5 and 6, the following formulas are deduced for the total time of deployment, in hours, and the costs of deployment in €. The total deployment time is divided into the different steps’ duration for each method. The cost calculation uses a working day of 8 h, and allowing a diver crew 3.5 h of diving and a maximum of seven dives per day.

\[
\text{Time}_{\text{Deployment}}(\text{method 1, 2, 3, in hours}) = A \times (B + C) + A \times (D + E) + A \times F \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Time}_{\text{Monitoring}}(\text{method 1, in days}) = A \times \frac{G}{3.5} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Time}_{\text{Monitoring}}(\text{method 3, in days}) = A \times \frac{G}{8} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{Costs}_{\text{Deployment}}(\text{method 1}) = A \times (B + D) \times 3 \times P_{\text{worker}} + A \times (C + E + F) \times \frac{8}{3.5} \times (4 \times P_{\text{diver}} + P_{\text{boat}}) \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{Costs}_{\text{Deployment}}(\text{method 2}) = A \times (B + D) \times 3 \times P_{\text{worker}} + A \times \frac{8}{3.5} \times (4 \times P_{\text{diver}} + P_{\text{boat}}) + (\text{floor} (A / 8) + 1) \times P_{\text{ROV Pro}} + (\text{floor} (A / 8) + 1) \times (P_{\text{ROV Pro}} + P_{\text{ROV Def}}) \tag{5}
\]

\[
+A \times (C + F) \times P_{\text{boat}} \quad \text{Boat for ROVs}
\]
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Deployment

Estimations and comparisons of deployment time for a number of WECs ranging from 5 to 100 are presented in Figure 6, and show that the method using ROVs seem to be the best compared to the other methods. The deployment method using ROVs contains indeed only two steps, while divers have to go through three steps, of which one (the buoy connection) is rather long and challenging (2 h of underwater work). This indicates that it might be disadvantageous to use divers. The challenge of lifting the translator, which adds substantial time to the buoy connection step, could be shortened with the help of specialized lifting tools. This will make the use of divers, or both divers and ROVs, as advantageous as employing only ROVs. The total time for Method 2 is greater than for both Methods 1 and 3, by approximately 9% and 23%, respectively. However, it should be underlined that divers are limited in number and the duration of dives. In our case, for a working depth at 25 m, the approximate dive time per day for a four-diver team is 3.5 h for seven dives, which considerably limits the work during an 8 h working day. Thus, Method 2 combines advantages of Methods 1 and 3. Finally, deploying five WECs takes approximately the same time for all three methods (6% difference in time). Since Method 1 requires less equipment (one crane mounted on the barge) it is a suitable alternative to a fully-robotized deployment.

\[
\text{Costs}_{\text{Deployment}} (\text{method 3}) = \underbrace{A \ast (B + D) \ast 3 \ast P_{\text{worker}}}_{\text{preparation}} + \underbrace{A \ast (\text{floor} \left( \frac{C}{8} \right) + 1) \ast P_{\text{ROV Pro}}}_{\text{Underwater work using 1 ROV}} + \underbrace{A \ast (\text{floor} \left( \frac{A + F}{8} \right) + 1) \ast (P_{\text{ROV Pro}} + P_{\text{ROV Def}})}_{\text{Underwater work using 2 ROVs}} + A \ast (C + F) \ast P_{\text{boat}}
\]

(6)

\[
\text{Costs}_{\text{Monitoring}} (\text{method 1}) = A \ast G \ast \left( 3.5 \ast (4 \ast P_{\text{diver}} + P_{\text{boat}}) \right)
\]

(7)

\[
\text{Costs}_{\text{Monitoring}} (\text{method 3}) = \left( \text{floor} \left( \frac{A \ast G}{8} \right) + 1 \right) \ast P_{\text{ROV Monitoring}} + A \ast G \ast P_{\text{boat}}
\]

(8)

Figure 6. Operational time comparison between the three deployment methods and steps for a number of WECs ranging from 5 to 100: using divers alone (Method 1), divers and ROVs (Method 2), and ROVs alone (Method 3).
In terms of costs, the results presented in Figure 7 show that Method 1 is effective for maximum fifteen WECs, while Method 3 becomes advantageous with the increasing number of WECs to be deployed. The main reason is the cable connection step, for which Method 3 requires two ROVs and 0.5 h per WEC in contrast to one dive of 0.5 h per WEC for Method 1. For one to five WECs, the ROV’s operational time takes less than one day, but since ROVs are rented for one day at least, the cost of the cable connection phase in Method 3 will never go below this fixed price. For a larger number of WECs, ROVs are utilized more efficiently since a greater number of cable connections is carried out. Yet, the cable connection cost could be reduced by a factor of two if special connection tools were developed so that only one vehicle is needed. UU has also been involved in the development of this phase so that it would be efficiently performed by ROVs in terms of time and material. A specific gripper, with two claws, would allow the connectors to be directly aligned with each other before mating [42], as a docking system for ROVs would substantially help the vehicle stabilize around the connection point and serve as a support plate for the mating that requires high forces [49,50].

Overall, it can be clearly seen from Figures 6 and 7 that using ROVs (Methods 2 and 3) is advantageous compared to divers (Method 1), especially for large deployments. However, to this day, few ROVs are utilized for wave and tidal energy conversion technologies as the ROV market is still only under development. To the authors’ knowledge, there are few worldwide conferences exclusively and mainly focused on underwater robotics (for example, IFAC CAMS, WASET, Underwater Intervention and Apca Controlo). Around 1000 ROVs are produced every year, which are few in comparison to the number of offshore renewable energy plants installed in the world. Another reason is the lack of tools and equipment for assisting ROVs in their tasks. Developments that would be most beneficial to WEC deployment are: docking systems, specific grippers and manipulators, drums for cable dragging, automatic shackles for ROV use, and electrical connectors for ROV use [51]. One final reason is the need for trained personnel to operate and maintain the ROV and its instruments. To this day, ROV control lacks affordable and accurate positioning systems providing reliable data to an autopilot or a maneuver aid for the operator [52]. This prevents less-trained people from acquiring low-cost vehicles. However, considerable work is currently devoted in developing and improving ROV control systems [53] through, for example, vision and image processing [54–56], more compact, less energy
consuming, and accurate positioning tools [47,57–59], or more advanced and optimized algorithms that can be processed by smaller computers [60,61].

4.2. Monitoring

Monitoring tasks occur during the deployment phase for the submersion process and after the deployment on an annual basis for sea cables and connection parts of the WEC, such as shackles and connection lines. Figures 8 and 9 present a comparison of time and costs for the use of divers and ROVs for the monitoring phase. Both figures show similar patterns. The monitoring of a WEC using autonomous robots has numerous benefits compared to divers. First, a small vehicle can navigate to inaccessible areas. Second, the costs are comparatively lower. Such a task is repetitive and easy to be carried out autonomously. Moreover, the divers, being limited in the number of dives, the monitoring costs quickly diverge between the two methods despite an operation time of 0.5 h per WEC for both.

Figure 8. Net time comparison for the WECs monitoring for a number of WECs ranging from 5 to 100 carried out by divers and ROVs.

Figure 9. Cost comparison in € for the WEC monitoring for a number of WECs ranging from 5 to 100 carried out by divers and ROVs.
4.3. Purchasing Versus Renting a ROV

Presented results of total costs and time are lower for monitoring purposes using ROVs compared to divers. Together with the growing offshore renewable energy sector, the fundamental question of hiring or purchasing ROVs arise. In the case of purchasing a ROV, the costs should include one personnel that can maneuver and maintain the ROV. Table 7 shows two typical ROVs that could be used for the different tasks required in a WEC deployment and monitoring. Purchasing an ROV, the break-even comes after 25 and 23 working days, respectively, depending on the chosen vehicle. For a wave power plant of ten converters, two days of underwater work are needed for the deployment and one day per year for monitoring. The ROV is, hence, fully refunded after 23 and 21 years, respectively. For a plant of 100 WECs, the underwater work takes 19 days, and the monitoring 10 days per year. Hence, the return on investment is less than two years, which should be compared to the expected life time of 25 years for a wave power park.

Table 7. Costs for purchasing and renting two suitable ROVs for WEC deployment and monitoring, and break-even time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROV</th>
<th>Purchase Rates (€)</th>
<th>Abilities</th>
<th>Rental Rates (€/day)</th>
<th>Break Even (In Days of Operation, Counting the Personnel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Videoray Pro 4 Standard with 100 m cable and manipulator</td>
<td>50,000 excl. VAT</td>
<td>Disconnect slings, remove shackles, holding the pressurized air hose for electrical connection</td>
<td>2000 for observation, 7000 for operations</td>
<td>From 7 to 25 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoray Defender with 400 m cable and rotating manipulator</td>
<td>150,000 excl. VAT</td>
<td>Generator deployment, holding the pressurized air hose for electrical connection, performing a connection</td>
<td>7000 for operations</td>
<td>23 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Adapting Processes from the Offshore Wind Field of Application

As offshore wind power plants are increasing in numbers, processes associated to the deployment and monitoring of their devices are being automated. In monitoring procedures ROVs are extensively used for seabed and structure inspections [62], launching and retrieving of measurement packages, plankton sampling, and in situ monitoring [63], which means that such ROVs are available for similar operations on WECs. The deployment and decommissioning of wind energy devices also presents similarities with wave energy in the use of ROVs. In [62], underwater vehicles are used for the installation of lifting attachments on structures such as foundations, jackets, or monopiles. They could easily be replicated and adapted for the commissioning of WECs, which show identical needs. Operations related to electrical cables are also typically similar. The offshore wind energy sector makes great use of ROVs for laying, trenching, dragging, and localizing cables, both for inner-array and from park to shore [62,64–66]. All operations related to cables can be applied to the wave energy field. Concerning cable connections, the challenges can differ, as offshore wind power devices usually have their electrical couplings located above the water level. Turbines are placed on top of the masts and substations are usually settled at the water surface so there is no need for ROVs to perform the connections. Finally, [67] values the use of ROVs in shallow water operations, where large vessels are not exploitable. At those depths ROVs are a valuable means of support for any offshore renewable energy conversion technology deployment.

5. Conclusions

This paper is intended to serve as a guidance in future offshore operations with a focus on automation in WEC deployments. It gives an insight into the technical challenges to address in order
to face future progress of wave energy technologies. It also shows the potential time and costs saved when using ROVs instead of divers in underwater operations.

For the deployment of WECs, in Sweden at a depth of 25 m, the use of ROVs is theoretically less time-consuming than the use of divers, and of lower cost when deploying more than seven WECs at a time. Deploying five WECs takes approximately the same time for all three methods (6% difference in time). The expenses decrease to one third for the deployment of 20 WECs using ROVs compared to divers. However, the lack of affordable and easily-maneuverable middle-class ROVs, and especially the lack of tools for assisting the ROV in its task, make them seldom used in reality. The development of the following equipment would simplify the deployment and monitoring of WECs using automated methods: ROV-friendly shackles and slings, electrical connectors, docking systems, specific grippers for cable connection, and ROV drums for cable dragging. For depths of more than 30 m, the costs of hiring divers can triple, and the personal safety decreases with the dive time and depth. Although there is a broad availability of ROVs for deep-water operations, their use in shallower water is not as widespread. There is a greater need to focus on developing the tooling, accuracy, and mobility of ROVs than their working depth. Method 1 is the most cost efficient for a maximum of five WECs, and Method 3 is preferable as the number of WECs to be deployed increases.

Using divers, the deployment could become faster with the help of a specially-designed system for lifting the translator. Generally, for large deployments, Methods 2 and 3 (using ROVs) are more suitable than Method 1 (employing divers), although a small number of ROVs is utilized for the offshore renewable energy conversion technologies sector.

The monitoring of WECs and their electrical cables is done more easily and with lower costs by ROVs. ROVs can access remote areas and perform long and repetitive tasks. Monitoring, with the use of ROVs, requires a well-trained and skilled operator, compared to divers who are able to perform tasks with better manual dexterity, but improvements of the ROVs in terms of accurate positioning and maneuverability gradually allow more and more people to acquire and easily operate an ROV.

The choice of acquiring an ROV, instead of renting it, depends on the size of the power plant. For example the breakeven of a 20 WEC park is around 10 years for the purchase of a VideoRay Defender, and decreases with the growth of the park’s size. For a plant of 100 WECs, the return on investment is less than two years, which, compared to the expected life time of 25 years for a wave power park, is beneficial.

Automation is an essential step in the industrialization of offshore renewable energy conversion technologies and the wave energy sector has much to learn from offshore wind applications, where the use of ROVs progressively grows. In monitoring operations underwater vehicles are widely used for visual inspections, sampling, installation, and retrieving of sensor packages. During deployments ROVs are mostly used for electrical cable commissioning operations, and lifting attachment installation. It would be easy to adapt those solutions to wave energy applications.

The methodology/modelling presented in this paper is generalized for most types of wave energy technologies, since it does not depend on the structure size or type. Its main parameters are typical: the number of generators to be deployed, preparation and submersion time by divers and ROVs, connection time of buoys and cables done by divers/ROVs, and labor costs of divers or renting costs for ROVs. Most types of converters (point absorbers, oscillating water columns), besides attenuators, could comply with this model, proving a broad utilization of the present methodology, since the connection and disconnection of the slings, shackles, and cable connections applies to all. Lastly, the lifting of the WEC depends on the type, but it should be common among the point absorbers and oscillating water columns.
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